Contour L5 Ltd. Inversion Table
©

Unique or Added Value Features
One-Click Balance Feature
with Patented Pivot System

Deluxe EZ-Reach
Ankle System

One click adjusts the balance point
to accommodate users of different
shapes and sizes without removing
the Table Bed from the frame. Pivot
system ensures smooth, whisper-soft
rotation and control.

Extra-long handle with gravity lock
reduces the need for bending when
securing the ankles. Wrap-around
Ankle Cups provide maximum
support & comfort. Foot platform
dials up or down for a customized fit.

Ergonomic FlexTech™ Bed

EZ-Angle™ Tether &
Better Back™ Accessories

Flexible, patented design moves
with the user to increase range of
motion and stretching options.
Adjustable pillow included for
comfort.

Built for the Benefits

Included Acupressure Nodes &
Decompression Arch add healing
pressure and support of the lower
back to enhance decompression.
Adjustable tether marks preset
angles at 20, 40 and 60 degrees
for easy rotational control.

The ONLY
Inversion Table

FDA CLEARED
CLASS 1
MEDICAL DEVICE
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Reliable, Trustworthy Performance
The Teeter is an FDA-cleared Class 1 medical device
indicated for back pain and related conditions.
UL Listed Label demonstrates independent certification
to meet the toughest quality standards. Trust Teeter
for unmatched quality with a 35-year legacy, industry
leading 5-year full warranty and easy 13 min. assembly.
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Sleek Frame Design with Precision Balancing
Unique, curved frame creates both an aesthetic and
functional benefit - the style is like no other in the
market and allows for easier mounting and dismounting.
One-of-a-kind engineering offers smooth rotation
and controlled lockout in full inversion with option for
inverted exercises.
Stable Base & Quick-Fold Storage
The heavy-duty steel base is coated in a scratch-resistant
finish and features stability feet that help protect your
floors. Folds easily for storage, no disassembly required.

Height Capacity

4'8" - 6'6" (142-198 cm)

Weight Capacity

300 lb (136 kg)

Packaged Dims

50.0 x 30.0 x 9.0 in
(127.0 x 76.2 x 22.9 cm)

Packaged Weight

80.5 lb (36.5 kg)

Item / UPC

CN1005 / 759265034789

Value Added

Getting Started DVD w/ 5 Healthy
Back Routines, Glossy Owner's
Manual, TeeterLink App
™

Warranty

5-Year

FREE Back Pain Tracker
& Inversion Guide

